
Schedule D 

 

Section 26 – PM Responsibilities 

 

CMHC has taken remedial measures to avert or control the seepage of methane gas into the   

subject property. This included the installation of a sub-slab ventilation system in the basement 

of the leased premises. This system uses a fan to draw air that may include small amounts of     

methane gas from under the basement floor and avert its entry into the basement. A ventilation 

pipe that penetrates the basement floor is not to be disturbed. A gas detector has been installed in 

the basement. It is intended to activate should the level of gas reach a certain minimum level.  

The detector must not be unplugged or disarmed. If the detector should sound, follow the     

emergency plan procedures outlined in Schedule B enclosed herein.  

 

It is the Property Manager’s responsibilities to ensure each existing and prospective tenant fully 

understands the remedial measures which have been taken for the purpose of alleviating any  

concerns that the tenant may have with respect to the presence of the methane. The Property 

Manager shall also specifically draw the tenant’s attention to the part of the lease regarding the 

methane gas. The Property Manager shall advise the tenant of the tenant’s responsibility for       

informing all guests and their invitees or any person lawfully on the leased premises of the 

precautionary provisions referred to in the lease.  

 

The Property Manger shall immediately report to the Corporation or such other person as the 

Corporation may designate, any problem or other issue which may occur or develop in respect of 

the remedial measure taken to avert the entry of methane gas into the individual leased premises.  

 

In the actual tenant lease agreement, the enclosed Schedule A or the Ventilation System          

Disclaimer, and Schedule B or the Emergency plan should be included and acknowledged by the 

tenants. All existing and new tenants are required to sign Schedule A and B as proof that they 

have been informed of and they fully understand the pre-cautionary provisions regarding the 

methane gas that are contained in these documents.  Signed copies of the above noted documents 

are to be kept in the tenant files at all times and the Corporation may request to review them 

from time to time. Please also laminate the emergency plan and post it beside the methane gas 

sensor in each basement.  

 

It is the responsibilities of the Property Manager and the Superintendent that the Methane Gas 

Ventilation System is being closely monitored at all times. It is also imperative that the Property 

Manager and the Superintendent fully understand their duties and responsibilities, and the      

procedures required during an emergency as outlined in Schedule B.  
 


